Business Data Capture and Personnel Time Tracking (BDE/PZE) in DOCUframe® and ERPframe®

Administer the work times of your staff related to production or jobs. The personnel times can originate from time registration terminals, from manual entry or from other vendors' systems. The data is processed collectively and can be consulted for recalculation. With a workflow, it is possible to generate fully automated data acquisition. Even event-controlled entries are possible.

With the personnel time tracking of GSD Software, you optimise your processes, evaluate optimally and effectively, and you can measure the performance of your staff.

Advantages:

- **Integrated**
  Digital time registration aligns itself smoothly without interfaces into the DOCUframe® and ERPframe® programs. A further database is not necessary.

- **Flexible**
  The processing does not run rigidly; custom adjustments provide even more flexibility. With the DOCUcontrol® or VARIOcontrol® development environment, the user can make user-defined adjustments at any time. Various direct access options to control the process are available.

- **Intuitive**
  Through the use of the common user interface of DOCUframe® and ERPframe®, you are guided intuitively through your processes and can concentrate completely on your job.
**User-Friendliness:**
Simple and accurate data acquisition by means of modern time registration technology:
- Touchless (RFID)
- Magnetic card
- Bar code
- Finger print

**Analyses - at the push of a button:**
- Hour account per worker
- Graphic outline with diagram
- Presence and absence list
- Comparison of target and actual times

**Flexible Analyses:**
An integrated analysis generator allows the creation of custom analyses, without programming knowledge.

**High Standard:**
The integration of digital time registration into the DOCUframe® and ERPframe® programs satisfies even the highest requirements and fulfills the German and Swiss requirements.

**Intelligent Communication:**
React to situations outside the norm such as a worker coming late. The automatic notification system helps you.

**Flexible Overtime Regulation:**
Consideration of holidays, overtime pay for night work and many more.

**Work Time Models:**
- Number of hours worked per week model
- Flexible working hours
- Automatic break regulation
- Graphic presence outline
- Graphic shift planning
- Graphic holiday outline

**Hardware Compatibility:**
- TMC
- PCS
- KABA-Benzing (in development)